1. The space XQ. Let X, Y be two G-spaces. The twisted product XX o Y is the orbit space of JXF under the "diagonal" action g(x, y) -{g 'X, g-y) . The projections on the two factors induce maps 7Ti, 7T 2 of XX G Y onto X' and Y' respectively. It is easily seen that given x'ÇLX' and xÇ.Tx l {x r ), the subspace irî l (x f ) may be identified with Y/G x and similarly for 7r 2 . Also, 7r 2 is a bundle map when F is a principal G-bundle. We specialize F to be a universal bundle EQ for G, hence Y' = EQ/G is a classifying space BQ for G. This applies in particular when G-T l , L = K 0l or G -L~Z P (p prime) and yields easily the Smith theorem on homology spheres [13] , its analogue for circle groups [8] , and the dimensional parity theorems of Floyd [9] and Liao [12] . Also, dimensional parity holds when G = Z 4 , L = Z 2 and G acts freely outside F.
Fixed point theorems.
Elementary commutative p-group will be abbreviated by [^>]-group. In this section, G is a [^]-group, X is a G-space which is compact, connected, of finite dimension over K p> and the number of distinct stability groups of G on X is finite.
THEOREM. Assume that dim H*(X; K p ) is finite, and that X is totally nonhomologous to zero mod p in XQ. Then dim H*(F; K p ) ==dim H*(X\ K P ). In particular F^cj).
It is easy to see that if G is any £-group, we have dim H*(X; K p ) âdim H*(F; K p ) provided G acts trivially on J/*(X; K p ), so that the main point here is the reverse inequality. The latter is proved by a discussion of the Fary spectral sequence of 7Ti, for a suitable family of closed sets. A similar argument proves the: This definition corresponds to the locally orientable generalized manifold of Wilder [3; 4] . It is equivalent to that of Yang [14] . A n -cm is cohomologically locally connected over L [3] , and of dimension n over L. If it is orientable and connected, then H%(X\ L) =L. The Poincaré duality, proved in [3] when L is a field, is extended to the general case in [4] . In particular, if X is connected and orientable, there is an exact sequence Here is meant the cohomology of B Q with respect to the sheaf defined by the nt\i cohomology groups of the fibres in the fibering of UQ over BQ. This result is the main tool in proving the local theorems: Fis a, cohomology manifold over L in the cases G -L -Z p (Smith) or G= T 1 , L a field or the integers (Conner-Floyd) , and is orientable if X is. There are also dimensional parity theorems paralleling those mentioned at the end of §1, the first two of which were obtained first by Bredon [5] 
